Automated quantification of colonic crypt morphology using integrated microscopy and optical coherence tomography
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1 Introduction

Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer-related death in the United States. In 2007, over 153,760 new cases were diagnosed and over 52,180 deaths resulted from colorectal cancer. As these cancers have a long development phase from inception to cancer, theoretically all these cancers are preventable with accurate universal screening.

Screening colonoscopy substantially reduces the risk of colorectal cancer in long-term follow-up. The identification and removal of polyps has reduced the rate of mortality from colon cancer. However, the decrease in long-term incidence of colorectal cancer varies greatly in these patients. Reasons for these differences have been attributed to variations in study populations, colonoscopy technique, and the presence of hard-to-detect cancer precursor lesions.

Colonic mucosa contains numerous pits, the crypts of Lieberkühn, with roundish openings arranged in a regular pattern on the surface of normal colorectal mucosa. Prior studies have shown that shapes of colonic crypts change with disease state and show characteristic patterns. It has also been shown that crypt patterns and histopathological diagnosis are well correlated. For example, aberrant crypt foci (ACF) were first described by Bird et al. in 1987 in mice given carcinogens. Aberrant colonic crypts have larger lumens than normal crypts and have a thickened epithelium that stains darker with dyes compared to surrounding crypts. The lumens of the aberrant crypts often appear slit-shaped rather than circular. Aberrant crypts usually occur in groups of four or more (hence, ACF) and are readily identified on the mucosal surface of the colon by microscopy. There is compelling evidence that ACF are biomarkers for colorectal carcinoma. ACF are more numerous in patients with colon cancer. It is also known that the orientation of crypts changes with the progression of the disease. Normal colonic crypts are oriented parallel to each other. Aberrant crypts and crypts in cancerous tissue are oriented less parallel to each other.

High-resolution endoscopic methods have been demonstrated to visualize colonic crypts in humans, including high-magnification chromoendoscopy, high-magnification narrow band imaging, and endoscopic confocal microscopy. Chromoendoscopy is a technique that utilizes tissue stains, such as methylene blue, applied topically to the gastrointestinal mucosa to better characterize lesions. Narrow band imaging (NBI) may be regarded as the optical analog of chromoendoscopy.
scopy, without the use of staining agents, which is accomplished by narrowing the bandwidth of spectral transmittance of the red/green/blue optical filters used in the sequential frame imaging method for videendoscopic imaging. Both chromoendoscopy and NBI can be used in conjunction with magnification endoscopy, which uses optical systems to magnify endoscopic images, allowing one to see the minute colonic surface structures. Although these high-magnification methods can visualize the morphology of the crypt openings at the mucosal surface, they cannot visualize the three-dimensional (3-D) structure of the crypts.

Endoscopic confocal microscopy produces high-resolution images of the gastrointestinal epithelium and is also sensitive to fluorescence. Furthermore, confocal imaging is capable of sectioning in depth and can therefore visualize 3-D structures. In vivo confocal fluorescence microscopy has been demonstrated in the upper and lower gastrointestinal tracts. However, the depth of crypts range from <100 to >1000 μm while the in-depth observation range of endoscopic confocal microscopy is limited to a few hundred micrometers. Therefore, this method cannot always visualize the entire depth of crypts.

Endoscopic optical coherence tomography (EOCT) provides subsurface, high-resolution real-time imaging of GI mucosa. EOCT provides depth sectioning to ~1.5 mm from the mucosal surface, overcoming the limitations of magnification endoscopy and endoscopic confocal microscopy for visualizing the 3-D structure of crypts. Furthermore, in vivo EOCT imaging of colon polyps has shown good correlation with the pathology observed in these polyps after their removal. 3-D EOCT imaging of the colon in an in vivo animal model (rabbit) has recently been demonstrated, including a discussion of crypt visualization and basic manual quantification of crypt size. 3-D EOCT imaging of human colonic crypts has not been demonstrated to date, but the potential is clear.

It has been shown that image analysis can quantify colonic crypt structures and improve interpretation of crypt patterns. Quantification of crypt structures in histopathological and chromoendoscopic images has been recently demonstrated. In this work, we demonstrate that colonic crypt structures can be imaged and quantified by automated algorithms using 3-D optical coherence tomography and by microscopy with methylene blue staining.

2 Methods and Materials

Under a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board of University Hospitals Case Medical Center, we studied 79 samples of resected fresh colon tissues obtained from colectomies (59 patients, including 31 female, 19 to 86 years old) using a microscopy-integrated bench-top OCT scanner described elsewhere. The time-domain system utilized a high-power broadband source centered around 1310 nm with a bandwidth of 70 μm. Axial and transverse resolution was 8 μm (FWHM coherence length in tissue) and 16 μm (1/ e² spot diameter), respectively. With optical power of 5 mW incident on the sample, measured sensitivity was 116 dB. Images were acquired at 8 frames per second with 500 axial lines (A-scans) per image. Data included 14 normal samples (from 12 patients), 44 samples of normal-appearing tissue adjacent (5–15 cm) to cancer (NA) (from 32 patients), and 21 malignant samples (from 18 patients). Cancer was diagnosed by routine clinical pathology, and tissue was classified as “normal” or “normal adjacent to cancer” by the surgeon. The clinical target for high-resolution colon imaging is to detect abnormal variation of crypt structure in fields of apparently normal colonic tissues where premalignancy may be suspected but not detectable by conventional endoscopy. While malignant colonic tissue is readily detectable by endoscopy and therefore not a clinical diagnostic target for OCT imaging for high-magnification chromoendoscopy, we include images of malignant samples in our descriptive results in order to demonstrate that our observations match what is already known about the architecture of malignant colon. We excluded the malignant samples from the data set for automatic quantification of colonic crypt morphology.

2.1 Sample Preparation and Image Acquisition

Preparation of colon tissue was meant to simulate approximately in vivo imaging with high-magnification chromoendoscopy. First, the surface of the freshly resected colon specimen was washed using 10% acetylcysteine, a mucolytic agent, and washed by water to remove the coating mucous and to prepare the tissue for dye staining. Subsequently, tissue was stained with 10% methylene blue to enhance the contrast of crypts under the microscope. After dye staining, several microscopic images were taken under different magnifications using a commercial CCD camera (PixelLink model PL-A642). 3-D OCT image volumes were obtained in the same region of interest (ROI) and registered with the microscopic images. For each 3-D OCT volume, 9 times frame averaging was used to reduce the speckle noise.

2.2 Microscopic Image and OCT En Face View Segmentation

Each 2-D color microscopic image was transformed to a gray-level image. Then, uneven illumination was corrected by morphological opening with a large structure element and background noise was removed using a 6 × 6 median filter. Subsequently, the morphological gradient image was calculated in order to capture the edges of the crypts. A modified gradient image was created by thresholding using a threshold value calculated by Otsu’s method. In the modified gradient image, gradient intensities lower than the threshold were set to zero, and intensities higher than threshold were unchanged. The crypt edges produce the strongest gradient values, so this method prevents oversegmentation by removing gradients representing structures other than the crypt edges.

Watershed segmentation is subject to oversegmentation because it is sensitive to every local minimum and maximum. This can be avoided by providing foreground markers, which are locations known to be inside of crypt lumens, and background markers, which are locations known to be outside of crypt lumens. These were automatically computed by morphological reconstruction. Watershed transformation using immersion simulation was executed on the superimposed foreground and background markers and modified gradient image to segment the crypts within the ROI. Because strands of connective tissue within intervening nonpitted mucosa (indicated by white arrows in Figs. 5 and 6 have similar contrast
characteristics as crypts, they can lead to inclusion of "false crypts" among the set of segmented crypts in an ROI. Therefore, crypts having a ratio of major axis length to minor axis length larger than three were rejected as false crypts. Finally, the crypts touching the edges of the ROI were removed prior to subsequent morphological feature extraction.

In the OCT volume data, each en face plane is analogous to a gray-level microscopic image. Therefore, we adapted the 2-D microscopic image segmentation described above to segment the crypts within each en face plane of the 3-D OCT volumes, resulting in segmented crypts in three dimensions, which could be visualized using volume rendering.

To validate the automated segmentation results, one representative microscopic image and one representative OCT volume were manually segmented, and the manual segmentation results were quantitatively compared with the marker-controlled watershed segmentation results. The contours of crypts within one micrograph of normal colonic tissue were manually traced and compared with the contours resulting from marker-controlled watershed segmentation of the same image. In the same way, the contours of the crypts within each en face plane of one OCT volume were manually traced and compared with the contours resulting from marker-controlled watershed segmentation of the same volume. The precision ratio (PR) and the match ratio (MR) between the manually segmented contours and the marker-controlled watershed segmented contours were calculated to quantify the comparisons. The PR is defined as $PR = 1 - (N_{\text{diff}}/N_M)$, where $N_{\text{diff}}$ is the number of pixels that differ between the manually determined contour and the marker-controlled watershed segmented contour and $N_M$ is the number of pixels in the manual contour. The MR is defined as $MR = 1 - |\text{Area}_W - \text{Area}_M|/\text{Area}_M$, where $\text{Area}_M$ and $\text{Area}_W$ denote the areas enclosed by manually segmented contours and the areas covered by marker-controlled watershed segmented contours, respectively.

### 2.3 Morphological Feature Extraction

Within the ROI of the 2-D microscopic images, the following features of each segmented crypt were extracted: the area, the major axis length, minor axis length, and eccentricity of the best-fitting ellipse, and the solidity. Solidity is the ratio of the area of the crypt to the area of its convex hull and is a measure of the degree to which the crypt is concave or convex. In addition, the density of crypts within the ROI was calculated as the number of crypts divided by the area of the ROI.

The 3-D OCT image volumes were visualized by volume rendering and were used to quantify crypt orientation. In order to quantify the crypt orientation, it is useful to extract the "skeleton" of each crypt, the curve representing the center of the lumen of the crypt in three dimensions. The conventional method for skeleton extraction, morphological pruning via distance transformation, led to unwanted branches instead of a single curve, which complicated quantification of the orientation (Fig. 1). Therefore, we developed a method to estimate the skeleton of each crypt by linking the centroids of each crypt in the ROI at each en face plane of the segmented 3-D OCT volume.

Skeleton estimation by centroid-linking was carried out in two steps. First, the centroids of the segmented crypts in each en face plane of the OCT volume were calculated. Second, the centroids of each crypt were linked with the centroids of the same crypts in adjacent en face planes, resulting in strings of coordinates representing the skeletons of each crypt. This linking step was initiated from a plane ~500 μm below the surface of the tissue, approximately the location of the focus of the scanner. This initial plane was selected using the volume rendering to include as many crypts as possible. Then, for each crypt identified in the initial plane, the linking proceeded deep to the initial plane until either the crypt terminated or the data ended. Then the linking was carried out from the initial plane up to the tissue surface.

Because of noise in the images, occasionally crypts were not segmented in single en face planes, resulting in "missing layers." Also, occasionally false crypts were identified due to oversegmentation. In order to link discontinuous crypts caused by missing layers, if an overlying crypt was not found in the plane adjacent to the current plane, subsequent planes were searched until an overlaying crypt was found. This crypt centroid was linked and skeleton coordinates were assigned to missing layers by linear interpolation. If an overlaying crypt was not found within a maximum gap of 30 μm, the crypt was assumed to be terminated. False crypts were only prob-
lematic if they occurred in the initial plane or if they overlaid a true crypt. False crypts in the initial plane were mitigated, because any crypt of <60 μm in extent was removed from analysis. If more than one overlaid segmented crypt was found in adjacent planes, then the centroids of the crypts having the largest ratio of overlaid area were linked. The other crypt was assumed to be false.

Crypt orientation was quantified from the skeletons by measuring the straightness of each crypt skeleton and how parallel they were to each other. In order to quantify the straightness of each crypt, each crypt skeleton was fit to a line by calculating the coefficients of the first principal component of the skeleton. The goodness of fit, assessed by the coefficient of determination ($R^2$) also referred to as the $R^2$ value, was taken as our measure of the straightness of that crypt. The $R^2$ value for the fit indicates the fraction of the variation in the skeleton of crypt that is explained by the line (i.e., the closer that $R^2$ value is to 1, the straighter the crypt is). In order to quantify how parallel the crypts in a ROI were to each other, the direction vector of the line fitted to the skeleton of each crypt was compared to the mean direction vector of all of the crypts in the ROI. The comparison was quantified by calculating the dot product of each crypt vector and the mean vector, resulting in a value representing the parallelism. If this value is close to 1, the crypts within an ROI are more parallel to each other. Within an ROI, the straightness and parallelism measures were calculated to represent crypt orientation in the region.

Running MATLAB version 7.4 on a PC with a 1.83 GHz CPU and 2 GB RAM, the entire image analysis algorithm ran in 28 s including 15 s of preprocessing, 12 s of segmentation, and 1 s of morphological feature extraction for one micrograph. It ran in 1814 s including 632 s of preprocessing, 1033 s of segmentation, and 149 s of morphological feature extraction, for a 3-D OCT volume (599 slices).

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Descriptive Observations

Observed characteristics of normal colonic tissue under the microscope and OCT include round, small crypts that are uniformly distributed, straight, and oriented parallel to each other. Observed characteristics of ACF under the microscope and OCT are larger and more often elongated crypts compared with normal surrounding crypts and crypt orientation that is less straight and less parallel. These observations are consistent with previously reported observations, however, to our knowledge the 3-D orientations of colonic crypts have not been quantified previously.

Within the 14 samples of normal colonic tissues, no ACF were found. Within the 44 samples of apparently normal tissue adjacent to cancer, four ACF were found. ACF are an

**Fig. 2** Images of a typical aberrant crypt focus: (A) the micrograph with methylene blue staining; (B) the corresponding OCT B-scan image at the yellow line location; (C) the maximum intensity projection of the 3-D OCT volume; and (D) the OCT en face views at depth of 129 (E) 258, (F) 430, (G) 602, (H) 774, and (I) 946 μm from the surface of the tissue, respectively. En face planes were filtered with a 3 × 3 median kernel to reduce speckle noise. (Color online only.)
endoscopic diagnosis, not a histopathological diagnosis, based on observation of the surface appearance of the tissue. Here, the observation of ACF was based on the documented typical appearance of ACF and confirmed by a GI pathologist. Within the 21 samples of malignant tissue, two types of cancer were observed, moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma and mucinous adenocarcinoma arising from a tubulovillous adenoma. In the 19 samples of moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma, dramatically distorted crypt patterns were observed. In the two samples of moderately differentiated mucinous adenocarcinoma arising from a tubulovillous adenoma, small, oblique, tubulovillous structures were observed. Examples of each of these mucosa types are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1(A) is a micrograph of normal colonic mucosa with methylene blue staining; Fig. 1(A') is an OCT cross-sectional image, taken at the location indicated by the yellow line in Fig. 1(A). Similarly, Figs. 1(B) and 1(B') demonstrate an ACF found in a sample of apparently normal tissue adjacent to a tumor. Figures 1(C) and 1(C') demonstrate moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma, and Figs. 1(D) and 1(D') demonstrate moderately differentiated mucinous adenocarcinoma arising from a tubulovillous adenoma.

3.2 Quantitative Results

Images of a typical aberrant crypt focus appear in Fig. 2. Figure 2(A) is the micrograph with methylene blue staining; Fig. 2(B) is the corresponding OCT B-scan image at the location indicated by the yellow line. Figure 2(C) is the maximum intensity projection of the 3-D OCT volume. Figures 2(D) and 2(D') are the OCT en face views at depths of 129, 258, 430, 602, 774, and 946 μm from the surface of the tissue, respectively. En face planes were filtered with a 3 × 3 median kernel to smooth the contours of segmented crypt boundaries. Figures 3 and 4 show segmentation results of representative NA and ACF samples. Figure 3(A) shows the microscopic image with methylene blue of a sample of NA colonic tissue, while Fig. 3(B) shows the corresponding OCT volume. Figure 3(C) shows the crypts segmented within the 2-D micrograph; Fig. 3(D) shows the crypts segmented in three dimensions within the OCT volume. Similarly, Fig. 4 shows microscopic and OCT images of an ACF as well as the crypts segmented in two and three dimensions.

The results of the segmentation validation experiments are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the results of the manual and marker-controlled watershed segmentation of one microscopic image of a normal colon. Figure 5(A) is the microscopic image. The yellow contours in Fig. 5(B) are the manually traced contours of each crypt. Figure 5(C) shows the contours of crypts segmented automatically. Figure 6 shows the results of the manual and marker-controlled watershed segmentation on one OCT volume. Figure 6(A) shows the volume rendering of the OCT image volume of a sample including an aberrant crypt focus. Figure 6(B) shows the volume rendering overlaid with the manually segmented crypts, while Fig. 6(C) shows the volume rendering overlaid with the automatically segmented crypts. Only selected crypts were manually segmented, and these were quantitatively compared with the marker-controlled watershed segmentation of the same selected crypts. Comparison between the manual and automatic segmentation of this OCT image volume at various
depths from the surface of tissue resulted in the PR and MR values shown in Table 1.

Figure 7 shows the results of skeleton extraction from 3-D segmented crypts using the conventional method, morphological thinning via distance transformation, and our centroid-linking method. Using both methods, a skeleton of each segmented crypt was extracted. Figures 7(A) and 7(B) demonstrate the skeletons extracted from each crypt within a 3-D OCT volume of a representative sample of NA tissue using the conventional method and our method, respectively. Similarly, Figs. 7(C) and 7(D) demonstrate the skeletons extracted from each crypt within a 3D OCT volume of a sample including an ACF. Skeletons of individual crypts can be clearly observed in the figure insets (eight times magnified). Note that the unwanted branches on the skeletons extracted by morphological thinning are not present on the skeletons extracted by centroid-linking. Also, the skeletons extracted by centroid-linking do not include any false crypts shorter than 60 μm. To compare the suitability of the skeletons extracted by both methods for the purpose of quantifying the straightness and parallelism of the segmented crypts, the metrics were computed from a representative sample of NA tissue and a sample including ACF. These results are summarized in Table 2. To evaluate the effect of noise reduction by nine-times frame averaging and 3 × 3 median filtering on the measurement of crypt orientation, straightness and parallelism of the segmented crypts were computed from the same two tissue samples. These results are summarized in Table 3.

The six morphological features were calculated within the segmented ROI of the 14 normal colonic tissue samples, the 40 NA tissue samples, and the 4 ACF. The dominant value of each feature in one sample was taken to be the peak of the distribution of values within that sample. The first six columns within Table 4 show the mean and standard deviation of the dominant values of the six morphological features of all samples of three types. The first two rows within Fig. 8 display the histograms of each morphological feature, separated into the three sample types. Table 5 shows the correlation coefficients for each pair of the six morphological features. Because some features were correlated, the first two principal components (PCs) of the six features were calculated. The mean and standard deviations of the first two PCs are shown in the last two columns within Table 6. Also, the histograms of the first two PCs are displayed in the third row of Fig. 8.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

From our methylene blue-stained micrographs, samples of normal mucosa and normal-appearing mucosa adjacent to cancer showed predominantly round crypts distributed uniformly, while ACF stained dark and had crypts with large, irregular lumens. Previous studies using high-magnification chromoendoscopy have reported equivalent observations. From the micrographs, topology of the tissue surface and crypt orientation are not readily apparent. However, because it records 3-D image data with depth resolution, OCT provides visualization of these features. This difference is illustrated clearly in Fig. 6 where the crypt openings of the ACF can be clearly visualized in the micrograph (A), but the OCT cross section (B) and volume rendering (C) demonstrate more clearly the topology of the slightly raised ACF and the less-parallel orientation of the crypts. From the OCT data, we observed that normal crypts were generally very straight and parallel to each other. Crypts within ACF were observed to be somewhat less straight and significantly less parallel to each other compared with the orientation of normal crypts. Crypts within moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma showed oblique orientation which was different.
from the orientation of normal and ACF crypts, which were more perpendicular to the tissue surface. Although there was variability from sample to sample, generally contrast in the OCT volumes was sufficient to visualize and segment crypts to a depth of at least 600 \( \mu \)m. However, we observed that crypts were observable deeper in fresher samples, up to 1 mm in depth. This gives us confidence that measurement of crypt orientation by OCT is feasible in vivo. Figure 2 displays OCT en face images of an ACF at various depths down to 946 \( \mu \)m from the tissue surface. Two previous studies observed crypt orientation (without quantification) from histopathology slides, and our observations are consistent with those findings. It should be noted, however, that our observations were obtained from images of intact, unfixed tissue. These observations confirm that the observed characteristics of colonic crypts reported here are consistent with known crypt morphology, suggesting that the analysis methods described here will be applicable to high-magnification chromoendoscopy and endoscopic OCT images obtained in patients.

Previously, several demonstrations of quantitative analysis of colonic tissue have been reported from histological sections. Image-feature quantification methods based on texture analysis, fractals, or frequency analysis have been shown, but these methods do not directly quantify colonic crypt morphology. Mophometric methods of analyzing histological sections have also been demonstrated, including automated segmentation of cellular and crypt features. However, the image properties of photographs of histological sections are vastly different than those of chromoendoscopy and OCT, so those methods are not directly applicable to chromoendoscopy and OCT data. A few demonstrations of quantification of crypt morphology have been reported using high-magnification chromoendoscopy, but to our knowledge, automated segmentation of colonic crypts from chromoendoscopic or OCT imaging has not been previously reported. Our methods reported here demonstrate the feasibility of automatically quantifying crypt morphometry from 2-D micrographs with methylene blue staining and from 3-D OCT volumes. This is significant, because these methods are applicable to the high-potential endoscopic microscopy techniques of high-magnification chromoendoscopy and EOCT.

The marker-based watershed segmentation method presented here achieved accurate segmentation of colonic crypts from 2-D micrographs with methylene blue stain as well as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Comparison between the manual and automatic segmentation of the micrograph shown in Fig. 5 and the OCT image shown in Fig. 6 at various depths from the surface of tissue.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micrograph (mean ± standard deviation)</td>
<td>OCT volume at various depths from the tissue surface (( \mu )m) (mean ± standard deviation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>0.69±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>0.73±0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Calculated straightness and parallelism values of a representative sample of NA tissue and a sample including ACF, from skeletons extracted by morphological thinning via distance transformation and by centroid-linking.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morphological thinning</td>
<td>Centroid-linking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straightness</td>
<td>Parallelism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.88±0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACF</td>
<td>0.83±0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 Results of skeleton extraction from 3-D segmented crypts using the conventional method, morphological thinning via distance transformation, and our centroid-linking method. Skeletons extracted from each crypt within a 3-D OCT volume of a representative sample of NA using (A) the conventional method and (B) our method, respectively. Skeletons extracted from each crypt within a 3-D OCT volume of a sample including an ACF using (C) the conventional method and (D) our method, respectively.
Table 3  Straightness (S) and parallelism (P) values of a representative sample of NA tissue and a sample including ACF from skeletons extracted by centroid-linking using single frames and nine-times frame averaging, with and without 3 × 3 median filtering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Without median filtering (3 × 3)</th>
<th>With median filtering (3 × 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S (1-frame) P (1-frame)</td>
<td>S (9-frame) P (9-frame)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.94± 0.04</td>
<td>0.94± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACF</td>
<td>0.84± 0.08</td>
<td>0.82± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From 3-D OCT volumes. It can be observed in Figs. 3 and 4 that crypts were generally accurately segmented, few false crypts were included, and few crypts were missed. To validate the accuracy of automatic segmentation, we manually segmented one representative microscopic image and one representative OCT volume to compare with automatic segmentation. One representative image was considered adequate, because the accuracy of the segmentation did not depend on the shape of the crypts but on image contrast and resolution, which did not vary with tissue type. To quantify segmentation accuracy, we compared the manual and automated segmentation results using the PR and MR as summarized in Table 1. Rejection of false crypts using a 3:1 ratio of major to minor axes was generally successful; however, some of these connective tissue artifacts (having a ratio of <3:1) were retained. For OCT data, these remaining false crypts were usually rejected during the centroid-linking process. Automated segmentation of the micrographs with methylene blue achieved a PR and MR of ~0.70, which is considered acceptable as indicating good agreement between the manual and automatic segmentation. Segmentation of the en face OCT image also achieved high values of PR and MR. Best agreement with manual segmentation was achieved at the plane of OCT volume corresponding to the focus of the OCT scanner, which is the location of best transverse image resolution (~500 μm below the surface of the tissue). This is indicated by both the high mean values and low standard deviations of PR and MR at this depth. Shallower than 500 μm, the accuracy of the OCT segmentation was generally better than that of the micrograph. Deeper than 500 μm, however, the accuracy decreases steadily. From the results summarized in Table 1, we observe that the accuracy of the automated segmentation of OCT images is influenced by two major factors, the transverse resolution, which peaks at the focal plane, and the image SNR, which decreases monotonically from the tissue surface into the tissue. We also observe that, at least near the surface, segmentation of OCT slices result in better PR and MR compared with segmentation of the corresponding crypts in the micrograph. This is likely due to the less-distinct crypt lumen borders within the micrographs as compared to the OCT slices. Also, OCT images are unaffected by uneven staining.

Table 4  Mean and standard deviation of the dominant values of the morphological features and first two PCs of those six features within the segmented ROI of the 14 normal colonic tissues, 40 NA colonic tissues, and 4 ACF within colonic tissues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Area (μm²)</th>
<th>Density (#/mm²)</th>
<th>Eccentricity</th>
<th>Solidity</th>
<th>Straightness</th>
<th>Parallelism</th>
<th>PC 1</th>
<th>PC 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal (14)</td>
<td>3786 ± 1991</td>
<td>58 ± 20</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.82 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.93 ± 0.74</td>
<td>−0.33 ± 1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA (40)</td>
<td>5033 ± 3294</td>
<td>46 ± 22</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.04 ± 1.28</td>
<td>0.17 ± 1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACF (4)</td>
<td>13166 ± 1634</td>
<td>18 ± 2</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.65 ± 0.07</td>
<td>−3.67 ± 0.58</td>
<td>−0.53 ± 0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Qi et al.: Automated quantification of colonic crypt morphology...

which reduces effective imaging rate, and is amenable to in vivo EOCT application.

We have shown that the six morphological features of crypts summarized in Table 4 can be automatically quantified from micrographs with methylene blue and/or OCT images. Our measurements of the area and density of crypts within normal tissue and NA tissues are in agreement with previous studies. To our knowledge, eccentricity, solidity, straightness, and parallelism of crypts have not previously been quantified. The purpose of this work is to demonstrate crypt morphology quantification methods, not to prove that these methods can be used to classify tissue types. However, we can make some observations from the distributions of feature values represented by the histograms shown in Fig. 8. The distributions representing normal samples and NA samples appear generally very similar. However, NA may have broader distributions, for example, of area, solidity, parallelism, and eccentricity. The distribution of values representing ACF appear to have different means than normal/NA, except in the case of eccentricity. The distributions of area, density, straightness, and parallelism, and to a lesser extent solidity, show strong potential for separation of ACF from normal/NA tissues. The distributions of eccentricity for the three types of tissue appear to be similar to each other and broad compared to distributions of other parameters. This may be due to lack of control for the obliqueness of the image slices compared to the orientation of the crypts and the tissue surface topology. A more accurate measure of crypt eccentricity could be achieved by making use of 3-D crypt orientation and surface topology information from the OCT data.

Some crypt morphology features were highly correlated. In particular, the mean luminal area and density of crypts within an ROI are highly correlated, with a correlation coefficient of $-0.65$ as shown in Table 5. The straightness and parallelism of crypts within an ROI are also correlated, with a correlation coefficient of 0.49. It is intuitive and expected that these metrics should be correlated. Because of the correlation among these features, principal-component analysis was applied to these six features. The first principal component accounted for 56% variance of the six measured features. Together, the first two principal components accounted for 62% variance. From Fig. 8, we can observe that the distributions of the first PC for normal and NA tissues appear similar, with the NA distribution possibly being broader. Furthermore, the distribution of the first PC for ACF tissues appears to be significantly different than normal and NA tissues. The distributions of the second principal component do not appear to be particularly informative. This is not surprising, as the second PC does not account for much additional variance in the data. Because of the small sample size of ACF (four samples), no generalizable conclusion may be drawn, but these observations indicate that quantified morphological features of colonic crypts may have the potential to aid tissue classification for screening for early cancer biomarkers such as ACF. The observation that ACF occurred within NA tissue but not within normal tissue is consistent with the observation that the distributions of morphological feature values for NA tissue are broader than distributions for normal tissue and are shifted toward the ACF distributions. These observations taken together are consistent with the so-called field effect, which refers to the idea that colon cancer arises in a wide field of mucosa that has previously undergone molecular changes. These observations suggest that subtle changes in crypt morphology may accompany molecular changes and that tissues progressing toward disease may be detectible by high-resolution endoscopic imaging.

The methods described here are likely to be useful for analysis of data acquired in vivo with little modification. In high-magnification chromoendoscopy, the resolution is similar to our benchtop images; however, the image quality is expected to vary more due to less-consistent removal of mu-

**Table 5** Correlation coefficients between each morphological feature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Eccentricity</th>
<th>Solidity</th>
<th>Straightness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eccentricity</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidity</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straightness</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelism</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Histogram of each morphological feature and the first two PCs of those features within the segmented ROI of the 14 normal colonic tissues, 40 NA colonic tissues, and 4 ACF within colonic tissues.
cus and staining. From subjective experience, we are confident that the shapes of crypts observable in vivo are not different than what we observed in the data presented here. Similarly, image quality of endoscopic OCT data is expected to be less consistent. However, the morphological features we analyzed (parallelism and straightness) extracted from 3-D OCT volumes are rotation invariant, so absolute tissue orientation or gross orientation variations should not affect local orientation quantification of crypts in vivo. For both technologies, automated image-quality feedback to the operator would help to make the quality of images acquired in vivo more consistent. Also, for both technologies, real-time analysis would be most useful. We believe that this can be achieved by programming the algorithms using parallel processing techniques.

In conclusion, we have shown that an automated image analysis algorithm can quantify colonic crypt morphology from high-resolution images approximating high-magnification chromoendoscopy and EOCT. These computerized algorithms can provide quantitative and objective measures, they are suitable for specific and repetitive imaging reading tasks, and they can potentially reduce inter- and intraobserver variability when human readers evaluate such images. This work can enable studies to determine the clinical utility of high-magnification chromoendoscopy and EOCT as well as studies to evaluate colonic crypt morphology as a biomarker for colonic disease progression.
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